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NIMROD INJECTOR
N. D. West
Rutherford High Energy Laboratory
(Presented by H. Wroe)
General Status
The Nimrod Injector is at present operating with a 600 keV proton
beam current of 38 mA which, with the buncher, gi'ies 18 mA at 15 MeV.
The maximum 15 MeV beam current achieved has been 24 mAo
Emittance plots of the 600 keY and 15 MeV beams are showI' n:
Fig. 1. An estimated 90% of the 600 keY beam curre~il; car bE' rm'tal'J_,d
within an ellipse of area 7..". cm-mrad, and 90% of the 15 Me\7 bo:::am wi-~;h
in an ellipse of area 3.3 ..". cm-mrad.
The 600 keV beam is currently badly misaligned from the axis of
the de accelerating column, and this fact, together wi t,h the 8Eect of
aberrations, would explain the asymmetries of the 600 kev emtl(ar r,,,.
The accelerating column assembly, however, can be s-+:eered to a:lgc the
beam on to the linac axis.
The mode of operation at present is to set up the
ector to a
standard beam condition. This means that all controls are set ',0 pre-,
determined levels. The 15 MeV beam current prod'Jced l~nder thes'C'
standard conditions is usually within. 10% of the nominal, from we,,:::k to
week. The alignment of the beam as it leaves the linac is checked occasionally by means of a pair of four-jaw defining apertures. The rc~'
sults of the measurement are used to calculate the adj'Jstmer.ts to a Sf~t
of four steering magnets requjred to align the beam to the axis. Th~
misalignments found are usually small, and the beam is oEly yea] 19r2ed
infrequently.
Multipactor Experience
The occurrence of multipactoring in the Nimrod iY~jecioJ(" linac ar,d
the method of inhibiting it by coating the drHt~·tube fa:::es wlt,h i;arbo".
black were reported at the Brookhaven Linear Acceleratoc Confe),:::r E'
iE 1962. Since then, it has been found possible to leave 11v.' face8' of ~be
first ten drift tubes uncoated, and to coat the remaining cklft- tube faces
only over four small areas, (~orresponding roughly to the posihons o~
the quadrupole pole tips. This has considerably reduced the spark!."§!:
problem. The effectiveness of the carbon black is demO~'l;:;l;rated by 'he
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fact that the linac will still multipactor if the quadrupoles are switched
off.
Similar multipactor trouble has been experienced with the buncher
and debuncher cavities. It may be significant that the copper used in
their construction was not oxygen free. Both of these single gap cavities
were designed to allow a whole cavity end wall to be biased by a dc
voltage of up to about 6 kV, but in neither case did the bias prevent multipactoring.
With the buncher cavity, a carbon black coating onthe whole of
each drift tube and end wall was found to be effective for a time, but
eventually multipactoring occurred between the drift-tube faces. A gap
splitter, capable of being biased, was then fitted. This consisted of a
thin plate suspended at the center of the gap, parallel to the end walls,
and of diameter equal to that of the drift tubes. For good measure, the
gap splitter, as well as the other cavity surfaces, was carbon blacked.
The cavity now operates without multipactoring even with no bias applied to the gap splitter.
In the case of the debuncher, carbon blacking the drift tubes ar.d
end walls failed to prevent multipactoring to the end walls. A gap
splitter was then fitted, of diameter nearly equal to that of the cavity,
and biasing it appeared to eliminate the multipactoring. Subsequently,
it was discovered that the cavity was in fact operating at a high multipactor level and eventually operation became unstable. Inspection of
the cavity showed that the multipactoring had occurred between the cavity
end wall and the cylindrical wall, very close in the corner of the cavity,
where there are low fields even at high gap voltages. Finally, all surfaces of the cavity were carbon blacked, including the cylindrical wall
and the gap splitter, and since then multipactor-free operation has been
possible.
The carbon black used is dispersed in alcohol and painted on the
surfaces by brush. The presence of large carbon blacked surfaces does
not appear to have any significant effect on the cavity Q factor or on the
vacuum pressure.

BLEWETT: I have the greatest difficulty in understanding these remarkable experiences with multipactoring.
WHEELER: Some years ago -at Yale, we built a single cavity proton linac
operating at 50 Mcl sec. The resonator was a quarter wavelength coaxial
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cavity, shorted at one end and capacitatively loaded at the other end
where the acceleration took place. Therefore this resonator had radial
electric fields except in the accelerating gap. The post loaded ™O 10
resonator that Wroe has mentioned also must have radial electric fields
near the end walls. Now, in this coaxial resonator, the electric field
between the post and the outer wall varies continuously from zero ~o the
maximum gap field so that there will always be some point at which the
voltage is correct for multipactoring. We tried every known scheme to
suppress the multipactoring except carbon black. The method which
finally worked was a high rate rise of the rf drive, which was aecom-'
plished by an oversized rf system.
BLEWETT: The only difference between this and other machines seems
to be in the frequency. I can!t believe that the 50 Me drop in frequency
could be responsible for all of these extraordinary effects.
DICKSON: On the last slide that you showed, there was scaUopin.g on.
top of the drive pulse. Have you looked at the frequency of this scaJloping
in the same way as has been done on other llnacs?
WROE: No.

You will have to ask NigH West about that.

WHEELER: That looks a little bit like aI', oscillation in the drlVtc: syst.em.
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